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Dear All, 
 Hurray!!! After long, long time Poland got 
another Noble Prize Winner in Literature—Ms Olga 
Tokarczuk. She was awarded the distinction for the 
year 2018 for a narrative imagination that with 
encyclopaedic passion represents the crossing of 
boundaries as a form of life.  The second Noble prize 
winner for 2019 was Mr Peter Handke from Austria. 
This is due to the fact that Noble price in Literature 
was not awarded last year.   
 Mrs Tokarczuk, born in 1962, is a Polish writer, 
poet, psychologist and public activist—and author of 
many bestselling books. Allow me to list my six 
favourites:  Prawiek i inne czasy (Primeval and 
Other Times) -1996; Dom Dzienny, dom nocny 
(House of Day, House of Night)-1998; Gra na wielu 
bębenkach -2001; Bieguni (Flights) - 2007, Prowadź 
swój pług przez kości umarłych (Drive Your Plow 
Through the Bones of the Dead)- 2009;  Księgi 
Jakubowe (The Books of Jacob)-2014. “Flights” won 
the Nike Award, Poland's top literary prize, in 2008. 
With her novel Księgi jakubowe (The Books of 
Jacob), Tokarczuk won the Nike Award again in 
2015. She  received the German-Polish International 
Bridge Prize, a recognition extended to persons 
especially accomplished in the promotion of peace, 
democratic development and mutual understanding 
among the people and nations of Europe.   
 All bookstores experienced a veritable invasion 
of new orders – just yesterday 12000 copies of 
various Tokarczuk books were sold all over the 

Poland and 6000% increase has been detected in the 
global market. Her works have been translated into 
more than 23 languages and she is one of the 
youngest literature, Noble Prize winners ever!  
  
 I would like to address your attention to 
another charity project which I would love BISC to 
be part of: ‘sandwiches for people in need’.  This is a 
very simple and straightforward idea – while making 
a sandwich for yourself please make one for a 
person in need, bring it to school and place it in a 
labelled container which can be found in the foyer 
on the ground floor. At 9.00 AM a representative 
from the non-profit, charity organization “Dzieło 
Pomocy Sw Ojca Pio” (Padre Pio Foundation) will 
collect it. There are ca 2000 people in need who 
start off each day with a hot cup of tea and a 
sandwich.  The organization helps them in every 
possible way, providing legal and medical help, 
regular meals, washing clothes, bathing, daily care 
units and much more. Let us make their world 
better. I strongly encourage all pupils, parents, 
teachers and BISC staff members 
to take part. The project kicks off 
on Monday 14th October! Thank 
you for your compassion. 
 
Remaining sincerely yours, 
Dr Stanislaw Kwiecinski 
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 Jolga Tokarczuk—Noble Prize winner in Literature for 2018 
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Parents-Teacher Meetings 
 

Tuesday 22nd October, 
2019  
and  

Wednesday 23rd October, 
2019 
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ACTIVITY 

 

TEACHER 
AGE  

GROUP 
WHERE WHEN CHARGE 

Swimming Club Ms Ania Nabielec Y3—IB2 Ingardena 4 
Monday 

3.45pm - 4.30pm 
Free 

Indoor Games 
 Club 

Mr Bogdan  
Nabielec 

  
Y6 – Y9 

Ingardena 4 
Tuesday  

3.30pm - 5.00pm 
Free 

Indoor Games 
 Club 

Mr Bogdan  
Nabielec 

       Y2– Y5 Ingardena 4 
Wednesday 

3.30pm - 5.00pm 
Free 

Roller Blading Club 

 
Ms Ania Nabielec 

Mr Bogdan  
Nabielec 

 

All Students Park Jordana 
Thursday  

3.30 pm - 5.00pm 
September 

Free 

Ice Skating Club 

Ms Ania Nabielec 
Mr Bogdan  

Nabielec 

 

All Students 
Cracovia Rink 
Siedleckiego 7 

Thursday  
4.00 pm - 4.45pm 
October—March 

Free 

Chess Club Mr Piotr Kaim 
Y4-IB2/
Parents 

BISC  Room 15 
Tuesday, Thursday 
3.40pm - 4.40pm 

40 Pln 

LEGO Robotics 
 Club 

Robotowo’s 
Instructors 

Y2—Y10 BISC Room  31 
Thursday 

15.30—16.50 
1134/1260 

Year 

LEGO Programming 
Club 

Robotowo’s 
Instructors 

Y6—IB2 BISC Room  31 
Thursday 

15.30—16.50 
1134/1260 

Year 

Hindi Language Ms Shampa Sarkar Y1-IB2 BISC Room 25 
Wednesday 

3.45pm - 4.450pm 
25 Pln 

LAMDA Drama Club Mr Michael Thomas Y6-IB2 BISC Room 48 
Tuesday, Thursday 
3.30pm - 4.30pm 

 

 There are more Extracurricular activities to come 
Please check out regularly this page  
and the display board in the Foyer on the ground floor 
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Foundation Happenings 

Reminders: 
 
Please remember to return your child’s permis-
sion slip for the field trip on Tuesday the 22nd. 
Be watching for a special note about lunches 
on the day of the trip. 

Activity of the week: 
 
Take a walk with your child and see how many 
letter “p’s” they can find. 

This week the children have been busy doing such different activities. Between going to gym, art 
and music they must all be tired by the time they get home. We have also been working on good 
eating habits such as cleaning up and being need with food. 
 
FS1:  We are finishing with looking at ourselves and they had a good time identifying the correct 
body parts with Ms. Blanka’s willing assistance. We focused on learning about the letter “P” in 
different ways. We also had a good time cheering on out school mates at sports day. 
  
 FS2:  Children explored their sense of smell by doing a smell and guess activity to decide if a hid-
den object had a pleasant or unpleasant odour. In Maths they worked on the number 9 through 
various hands on activities.  
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Year 5 

It’s been Maths assessment week up on the third 

floor, and the happy year 5 folks have been revis-

ing topics that they felt they weren’t strong at. In 

the end, everyone completed their assessments to 

a very decent level (‘Well done’ exclaimed Mr Jon-

athan). We have started to write a Sports News 

Report in English lessons, with a bias towards the 

Rugby World Cup. The headlines have been great, 

‘Oh My! He Cry!’ being one of the favourites. Mr 

Geoff has been regaling the children with his hero-

ic tales of ‘The Use of Excel’, a most pleasurable 

activity. Otherwise we have been disgusted by Tu-

dor medical treatments, exhausted by the on field 

pursuits in sports day, and teased by the homo-

phones in the spelling quiz. 

Year 4 Trip 
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Certificates 

 
Foundation 1— Ray—for giving great effort everyday 
 
Foundation 2—Tanush—for working independently on all of his tasks. 
 
Year 1— Michal —for his creativity and combining maths with art. 
 
Year 2—Ammi—for working hard in all areas of the curriculum. 
 
Year 3—Arnav - for a wonderful character description and using vocabulary from the book to make 
           his writing even better.  
 
Year 4— Asia—for her valuable contributions to our science and topic classes. 
 
Year 5—Leonardo— for terrific work on the maths assessment and exemplary behaviour all week. 
 
Year 6—Adam-  for superbly showing off his mental multiplication skills. 

Air 

415 

Earth 

515 

Fire 

499 

Water 

489 

1172 1364 1319 1367 

Reminders 
 

Parents Evening will be on Tuesday 22nd and Wednes-
day 23rd November. Please sign up to see your child’s 
teacher in the foyer from Monday. 
 
Get thinking of ideas to enter the Pumpkin competition. 
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On Friday last week the children 
from Foundation 1 to Year 8 
had the opportunity to meet 
with Pepper the robot and his 
team from the University.  
Pepper played rock, paper, scis-
sors with them, answered some 
questions and even showed 
them some dance moves. 
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, 

 

Congratulations to our first Students of the month 
for this school year: Genia in year 8 and Nina in 
Year 10. Each earns 50 points for Fire, well done! 
Also awarded were Max in year 11 with 35 points 
for special commendation as well as the following 
students who were nominated earning 20 points 
each: Hanna, Zlata, AnaMaria, Sam, Tan all in Key 
Stage 3 and Eryk(yr 10). Congratulations to you all 
for setting a wonderful example to others with your 
attitude, hard work and being helpful to others. 
Apart from that, there is much to commend stu-
dents for but insufficient space for me to name eve-
ryone. So, well done to each and every one of you 
who is consistently earning house points in all your 
subjects, to those of you who have made a special 
effort in some way and to those who are being pro-
active in their learning as well as being all round 
great students: your behaviour and efforts are seen 
by the teaching staff and noted! Keep it up! 
 

Points gained this week: 

 

Ms Alexandra Vasile, a representative of JK 
Education, gave a talk on Wednesday on applying 
to US universities. She began by contrasting 
studying in US and UK. One difference is that in the 
US there is more flexibility in the first year(s), 
where one can take and drop subjects, unlike the 
focus that is required in UK where one's studies is 
largely determined by one's A-levels. Another 
difference perhaps is extra-curricular activities or 
sports, which the US places more focus on. Finally, 
there is also an emphasis on internships in the US, 
which could make education more 'practical'. When 
choosing universities it helps to consider whether 
public or private, large or small, urban or rural. As 
far as entrance requirements are concerned, TOEFL 
is not required for IB students as they demonstrate 
that they can study in English. IB students can also 
apply without taking the SAT test but it is important 
to check with individual universities. US universities 
require a teacher reference, and it's good to ask 
teachers in good time. Some universities will ask for 
a personal statement or a CV. But what about fees? 
Education in US is comparatively expensive. 
Scholarships are possible however, such as Illinois 
College which offers 50% on tuition fees 
(20,000USD instead of 40,000USD). Even with a 
scholarship one would still be expected to pay 
15,000USD to 20,000USD in the end. Partner 
universities include Hawaii Pacific university, 
University of New Haven, University of Delaware, 
Sacred Heart University, etc. These universities will 
present their wares at a fair in Warsaw on October 
20th. For more on this please see https://
jkeducation.pl/jk-education-expo. Ms Vasile can be 
reached at vasile@jkeducation.cz. 

Applying to US universities with Alexandra Vasile SECONDARY HOUSE POINTS 

FIRE  
309 

WATER  
240 

AIR  
172 

EARTH  
212 

812 934 

1075 606 

https://jkeducation.pl/jk-education-expo
https://jkeducation.pl/jk-education-expo
mailto:vasile@jkeducation.cz
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 On October 7th 2019, Y9 Biology students 
and Y10, 11 and IB1 Geography students 
participated in a school visit to the Jaszcze River, 
within the limits of Gorce National Park. The 
Jaszcze River is a 4 km stream, whose source is 
located at an altitude of 930 metres and is a 
tributary of the Ochotnica River, 350 metres below. 
The river, as well as its surroundings offer perfect 
conditions for the study of Human/Nature 
interaction, natural conservation and sustainability, 
and hydrodynamics. Ardeshir Rana (Biology) and 
Marcos Vilhena (Geography) were the teachers 
organising and monitoring the trip. 
 Walking along the river, Y9 Biology students 
talked about many subjects, such as environmental 
conservation, the importance of forests in the 
carbon-sinking process and in preventing climate 
change, and the role of fungi in the communication 
between plants and their relevance in the 
ecosystem. Meanwhile, geography students had 
the chance to collect important data, which they 
will use in the production of their IGCSE 
coursework and IB internal assessment on river 
dynamics and the suitability of Bradshaw in 
describing how a river's characteristics vary 
between the upper course and lower course. 
 It was a great day as well as a great chance to 
show the importance of keeping school and 
students connected with what is happening on the 
outside.                    Ardeshir Rana and Marcos Vilhena 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field trip to Ochotnica 
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11 trees (2 pine, 3 mulberry, 2 beech, 1 weeping beech, 
1 hazelnut, 1 ginko, 1 tulip) have been planted by Mr. 
Rana on his farm. 
 The money for these trees (760 PLN) was raised 
by CAS students (led by Amanda and Pierre, IB2) 
through the sale of cotton bags and badges designed by 
them. 
 The money covers purchase of sapling, planting, 
land for the trees and care by Mr. Rana, so that if a 
sapling dies, it will be replaced. 
 Why plant trees?  An article by Mr. Rana on why 
we need trees can be found below. 
 We also recommend this film for more insight 
into our need for more trees: https://youtu.be/-
Q0xUXo2zEY 

  

Let me start by quoting a the title of a children's story, 
"The Giving Tree" by Shel Silverstein.  Plants in general 
and trees in particular are the most amazing living 
things on this planet and I have always been in love with 
them.  However, in the last few years I have truly 
understood what an amazing organism a tree is. 

Biology:   All the food we humans eat is from plants, 
there is no other source.  Most of the medication we 
use originated from the plants. The trees are home to 
majority of animal life on the land.  A simple oak tree is 
habitat for over 300 species of insects.  In turn these 
insects are food for a variety of birds and small 

mammals.  Some of the trees are the longest living 
organism on this planet. 

I have had the honor of standing under a 4500 year old 
tree. It was one of the most if not the most humbling 
experience of my life, to look up into the silent canopy 
of this magnificent organism.  There was a tranquility to 
her which seemed to radiate from her canopy and 
engulf all that stood under it.  She has stood there for 
4500 years, just observing, simply living and giving life 
and beauty to the world. 

Chemistry:  Trees are the most complex chemical 
factory that we know of. Starting from simple inorganic 
molecules water and carbon dioxide, they manufacture 
sugar, using the sunlight energy.  The way they trap the 
light energy is unparalleled.  Even the most efficient 
solar cells are miles way in terms of efficiency in 
trapping the light energy compared to a humble tree.  
One may say so what,  they change carbon dioxide and 
water into sugar and perhaps I would agree if that is 
where the story ended.   But this is the only a small step 
in the trees' chemical factory processes. 

Once the plants have made simple sugar molecule the 
action starts, they take relatively very small amounts of 
minerals from the soil and along with the sugar they 
have made, they proceed to make millions of various 
molecules from fats (think of all the different kinds of 
oils we use), proteins, vitamins, various carbohydrates, 
to all the various complex organic molecules that we use 
for medical drugs. 
 
Physics:  Have you ever seen a man made structure 
standing on one trunk with such a top-heavy load?  
Many architects and engineers  have tried to make 
structures with weight loads like that of a tree and 
failed.  Trees are engineering marvels.  Trees in USA and 
Australia reach well over 100 meters (approx the height 
of a 30 story building).They do not contain any steel 
reinforcement or any concrete, and the material they 
are made up of comes from simple sugars they the tree 
made using nothing more than carbon dioxide and 
water, plus a tiny amount of minerals from the soil. 
Trees Talking:  Here I am not talking about some fancy 
hippy notion of trees talking.  We have solid scientific 
evidence of trees communicating.  The warn each other 
of the dangers, they feed each other in times of need, 
they send messages to various birds when attacked by 
insects and or other pests to come to their help.   

11 BISC TREES PLANTED 

LOVE OF TREES 

https://youtu.be/-Q0xUXo2zEY
https://youtu.be/-Q0xUXo2zEY
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This topic is large and only recently being researched, 
mainly in Canada and Germany. 

Environment:  Ah, where do I even start.  They balance 
the carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere, the give 
oxygen for animal life, they maintain the water cycle, 
they fertilize the soil, they purify water and air, and the 
list is endless.  Each of these points I can talk about for 
hours.  But I will stick to carbon dioxide levels in the 
atmosphere. 

For almost 10 million years, the levels of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere has remained constant.  Yes the 
Earth was much warmer at certain times in the long past 
and there was completely different ecosystem on this 
planet.  Over millions of years the carbon dioxide was 
absorbed by plants and turned into organic matter be  it 
animal or plant form.  As they died and got buried and 
pressed down into the Earths crust, they turned into oil, 
coal and gas.  This is what we call fossil fuels.  Thus the 
fossil fuels are stores of carbon dioxide that was in the 
atmosphere million of years ago when the life form and 
ecosystem was completely different from the present 
day.  This trapping of carbon dioxide as fossil fuels took 
many million years and thus the climate changed over 
many millions of years resulting in plants and animals 
adapting and evolving.  Adaptation and evaluation are 
slow processes taking not a few decades, centuries but 
rather a few million years. 

Over the last 150 years, we have been digging these 
stored and trapped carbon sources and burning them, 
releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.  This has 
resulted in an increase of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere which has caused the global temperature 
to rise.  This in turn is changing the climate at an 
unprecedented rate.   To compound this problem, we 
are cutting down forests which absorb the carbon 
dioxide, so not only we are pumping carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere but we are at the same time removing 
the absorbers of carbon dioxide. 

The present day ecosystems so far have coped, but we 
are reaching a tipping point after which the whole 
ecosystem will collapse.  Doomsday scenario? Yes, and I 
make no apology for it.  Can we change this impending 
calamity?  YES. 

How? 

reduce your fossil fuel consumption 

stop buying so much,  live comfortably but simply 

PLANT, and plant more trees.  I challenge anyone who 
has a car.  If you can afford a car, you can afford to buy a 
hectare of land and plant a forest. (not only does it 
make environmental sense, it also makes economical 
sense if you think long term) 

Why did I say a personal note in the title?  I have 
planted over 7000 trees in my 13 years in Poland.  I am 
in the process of planting another 3000 this year.  My 
target is 500000 (half a million) over my lifetime.  Simply 
because I love them and I have committed myself to 
environment and trees.  Often I hear that climate 
change is an industry and therefore scientist are scaring 
us because they get money and funding by creating 
scares.  I cannot speak for anyone but my self and 
therefore I ask all those you have any doubts to come 
and check my home, lands and accounts and show me 
how I am rich.  I have invested large sums of money in 
buying lands so that I can plant trees, invested in solar 
panels for heating, photo voltaic for electricity, and 
made every effort to have a carbon negative life, all at 
my own expense not from any grants and I am proud of 
it and will continue to do so. 

Last personal note.  I have had a ring on my left hand 
and many have speculated about it.  Most have been 
polite enough not to ask personal questions.  Let me 
make the reason for the ring clear to all.  A ring is a 
symbol of love, devotion, commitment, be it to another 
human being or to a cause.  My ring is my commitment 
love and devotion to Trees and their beauty.  Without 
shame I write here, I love trees and I take solace from 
them, I talk to them, hug them, plant them and ask 
them to make me as giving and caring as they are.  Call 
it madness if you like, but then most of you already 
know I am a bit doolally. 
  a personal note by Mr. Ardeshir Rana 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

LOVE OF TREES (Cont.) 
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Olga Tokarczuk’s  Works—one should read 
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FRESH UP 

MENU: 14.10—18.10 2019                                   

14-11.118.19 PONIEDZIAŁEK         
MONDAY 

WTOREK                   
TUESDAY 

ŚRODA               
WEDNESDAY 

CZWARTEK             
THURSDAY 

PIĄTEK                         
FRIDAY 

ZUPA\SOUP Zupa jarzynowa/
vegetables soup 

Rosół z 
makaronem/
chickem soup with 
pasta 

Zupa pomidorowa z 
lanym ciastem/
Tomato soup with 
home made pasta 

Zupa koperkowa z 
ryżem/ dill soup 

Barszcz czerwony z 
fasolą/ beetroot 
soup with beans 

DANIE 1\LUNCH 1 Spaghetti w sosie 
pomidorowym z 
kurczakiem/
spaghetti with 
tomato sauce and 
chicken  

 Kartacze z 
mięsem/Dumplings 
with meat 

Roladki drobiowe 
gotowane na parze, 
ziemniaki, 
surówka /steamed 
chicken rolls/
potatoes/ salad 

Tortilla z 
kurczakiem i 
warzywami/tortilla 
with chicken and 
vegetableas 

Sajgonki w sosie 
słodko kwaśnym, 
ryż/ spring rolls 
with rice and sweet 
sour sauce 

DANIE 2\LUNCH2 Kotlety z kalafiora z 
sałatką/ 
Cauliflower pie 
with salad 

Ser panierowany z 
sosem tatarskim/ 
Fried cheese and 
tatar sauce 

Pierogi z serem na 
słodko/Dumplings 
witch seet cheese 

Kopytka z masłem i 
cukrem/ Gnocchi 
with butter and 
sugar 

Nalesniki z 
truskawkami/
Pancakes with 
strawberry 

DESER\DESSERT Jabłko/ apple Śliwki/plums Ciasto/cake jogurt owocowy/
fruit yoghurt 

brzoskwinia/peach 
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GASTROPOL 

MENU: 14.10—18.10 2019                                   

  MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

SOUP 

ZUPA 

Zupa dyniowa z 

ryżem 
Cream of 

pumpkin soup 

with rice 
  

Zupa 

pieczarkowa 
z łazankami 
Mushroom soup 

with square 

noodles 

Zupa 

buraczkowa 
z warzywami i 

jajkiem 
Beet soup with 

vegetables and 

egg 

Kapuśniak ze 

słodkiej kapusty z 

kiełbaską i 

ziemniakami 
Sweet cabbage 

soup with sausage 

and potatoes 

Zupa 

pomidorowa 
z kluseczkami 
Tomato soup 

with small 

noodles 
  

LUNCH 

1 

DANIE 1 

Large: 

Small: 

Makaron z 

sosem 

neapolitańskim 
i kurczakiem 
Sałatka z 

kiełkami 
Pasta with 

chicken and 

neapolitana 

sauce 
Salad with 

fresh sprouts 

Sznycelek 

wieprzowy 
Ziemniaki 
Sałatka 

Colesław 
Pork patty 
Potatoes 
Coleslaw salad 

Tortilla z 

panierowanymi 

kawałkami 

kurczaka 
i świeżymi 

warzywami 
Chicken tenders 

and fresh 

vegetables 

tortilla 

Leczo cukiniowe 
z indykiem i 

kuskusem 
Zucchini letcho 

with turkey and 

couscous 

Paluszki rybne 
Ziemniaki 
Surówka z 

kiszonej kapusty 
Fish fingers 
Potatoes 
Sauerkraut salad 
  

LUNCH 

2 

DANIE 2 

Large: 

Small: 

Makaron z 

sosem 

neapolitańskim 

i tartym serem 
Sałatka z 

kiełkami 
Pasta with 

neapolitana 

sauce and 

cheese 
Salad with 

fresh sprouts 

Kotlet z 

zielonego 

groszku 
i kaszy jaglanej 
Ziemniaki 
Sałatka 

Colesław 
Green pea millet 

fritters 
Potatoes 
Coleslaw salad 

Kopytka z 

masłem i cukrem 
Surówka z 

marchewki 
z pomarańczą 
“Kopytka” 

dumplings with 

butter and sugar 
Carrot orange 

salad 
  

Leczo cukiniowe 
z kuskusem 
Zucchini letcho 

with couscous 

Zapiekanka 

ziemniaczana 
z warzywami i 

sosem 

beszamelowym 
Surówka z 

kiszonej kapusty 
Potato casserole 
Sauerkraut salad 
  

DES-

SERT 

DESER 

Brzoskwinia 
Peach 

Ciasto ze 

śliwkami 
Plum cake 

Śliwki 
Plum 

Ptasie mleczko 
“Ptasie mleczko” 

dessert 

Drożdżówka 
Sweet bun 


